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SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

Accomplished, well connected and collaborative Supply Chain Management Executive with thirty-plus years of progressive 
experience in the planning, development, and leadership of processes, policies, procedures, operations, and technologies 
fulfilling changing business requirements, emphasizing introduction of best practices to optimize resource utilization, promote 
business growth, manage vendor relationships, and deliver consistently superior levels of efficiency and cost-savings.  Supply 
chain management background supplemented and enhanced by considerable experience in staff and executive development 
and training.  Core competencies include: 
 
• Global Supply Chain Strategy • Supply Chain Risk Assessment • Operations/Asset Management 
• Strategic/Global Sourcing • Contract Negotiation • eProcurement/eAuctions 
• Lean Manufacturing • Cost/Expense Control • Vendor Relationship Management 
• Materials Management • Operations Management • New Product Development 
• Instructional System Design • Course/Content Development • Training/Development/Team-Building 
• Budget/Financial Management • SAP Supply Chain Technology • LEED New Building Certification 
 
C-suite executive who is an innovative effective strategist, accomplished communicator, and leader with a strong commitment 
to excellence and the unique capacity to coordinate complex business details, oversee multiple functional areas 
simultaneously, and build consensuses among decision-makers and stakeholders in defining strategic initiatives and driving 
results. 

 
 
 
EXECUTIVE HIGHLIGHTS: 
 
 Supply chain executive career includes the following achievements: 
 
 • Conceived and introduced Schindler Elevator Corporation’s first strategic sourcing function – decentralizing tactical 

purchasing and centralizing strategic sourcing to segregate procurement functions and leverage buying power.   
 
 • Developed supply chain strategies facilitating all new product development – designing Schindler’s first global supply chain 

organization and supplier matrix supporting recently launched global products that improved quality by 90% and reduced 
lead times and product costs by 50% and 25% respectively. 

 
 • Established improvement initiatives focused on the reduction or elimination of waste in all areas of the supply chain, 

deploying key performance indicators (KPIs) for quality and lean manufacturing globally as well as ISO 9001 and Kaizen 
Events and ISO 9001 standards in building supply chain quality. 

 
 • Initiated process improvements that are enabled and supported by technology, including an automated SAP-based 

purchase order (PO) work stream and approval process designed around limitation of authority for job profiles that 
eliminated paper POs and improved compliance levels from 60% to 100%. 

 
 • Designed and project-managed development of the first elevator manufacturing facility in North America to achieve LEED 

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Gold certification from the U.S. Green Building Council. 
 
 
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY: 
 

The student-teacher relationship can have a profound impact upon individual student classroom experiences and outcomes.  
When presented with the opportunity to learn from an educator with both subject matter expertise and considerable “real 
world” experience, students may glean perspectives and practical knowledge that a more purely theoretical examination of 
the subject may not offer.  Understanding that individual students learn in different ways, such a practitioner can create an 
engaging learning environment in which students are immersed in both the theoretical and practical components of the 
subject matter.   
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ACADEMIC AND LEADERSHIP PROFICIENCIES: 
 
 • Developed a new curriculum (UG) for Supply Chain Finance course linking SC ‘levers” and corporate 

financial results 
 
 
 • Teaching at the UG and Graduate level for the following courses: 
    Global Procurement and Strategic Sourcing 
    Supply Chain Finance 
    Introduction to Supply Chain Management 
    Supply Chain Strategy 
  
 •   Student rated teaching scores consistently between 4.5 and 5.0 (out of 5.0) 
 
 
 •   Redesign of the Executive MBA SCM curriculum which has led to the first SCM concentration 
 
 
 • Developed first lecture on Block Chain Technology and crypto currency for executive MBA  
 
 
 • Developed first Introduction to SCM course for high school juniors as a feeder program into RBS 
 
 
 • Redesign of three day Certificate in SCM for executives 
 
 
 • Director for the SCM UG program in Newark (50% growth in form 2018 – 2020) 
 
 
 
.  • Director of Center for SCM; leading an advisory board of 20 global SCM executives  
 
 
 • Director for newly formed (Jan 2021) Procurement Center of Excellence (funded by 9 fortune 100  

companies) 
 
 
 
AWARDS AND RECOGNITION:  
 
 •   2016 winner of Best Business School Professor (RBS – Newark) voted by students 
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EXPERIENCE: 
 Rutgers Business School      2015 to Present 
  Assistant Professor of Supply Chain Management  
                      Director Undergraduate SCM Program – Newark 
                     Director Rutgers Center for Supply Chain Management 
                      
                       
 
 
 Schindler Elevator Corporation     1989 to 2015 
  Vice President – Supply Chain & Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) (2004 to Present) 
  Chief Financial Officer (CFO) (2000 to 2004) 
  Treasurer (1995 to 2000) 
  Director of Tax (1989 to 1995) 
 
 AT&T      1983 to 1989 
  Tax Manager 
 
 Colgate Palmolive Corporation     1980 to 1983 
  Senior Tax Accountant 
 
 Chemical Bank     1979 to 1980 
  Tax Accountant 
 
EDUCATION: 
 
 St. John’s University 
  Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.), 1983 
 
 City University of New York 
  Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), Accounting & Economics, 1978 
 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 
 
 • Strategic Negotiations – Harvard Business School Executive Education Program 
 
GOVERNANCE: 
 
 •  Advisory Board West Side High School - Newark NJ (June 2020) 
 
 •  Advisory Board Bergen County Technical Schools (January 2021) 
 
      



         

Article 
Future of retail may be decided by supply chain analytics 
Monday, March 05, 2018 
 
 
 
Media Mentions 
 
Supply Chain Dive, The strategy behind turning department stores into 
warehouses, John Impellizzeri 
Tuesday, August 18, 2020 
 
Supply Chain Dive, The supply chain behind the pivot to make coronavirus relief 
supplies, John Impellizzeri 
Thursday, April 02, 2020 
 
Fox News Channel, Truckers keep on trucking during coronavirus pandemic, John 
Impellizzeri 
Tuesday, March 31, 2020 
 
Chalkbeat, Two more Newark high schools get career academies, a crucial 
element of the district’s improvement plan, John Impellizzeri 
Friday, November 08, 2019 
 
Enterra Solutions. Seeing the Future with Predictive Analytics, John Impellizzeri 
Thursday, April 25, 2019 
 
Forbes, Economic Uncertainty Drives Next Phase In Supply Chain - Predictive 
Analytics, John Impellizzeri 
Sunday, November 04, 2018 
 
Inbound Logistics, Career Solutions: Talent Search, John Impellizzeri 
Friday, December 15, 2017 
 
New Jersey Monthly, Boxed “doing a lot of things right,” said John Impellizzeri 
Monday, August 07, 2017 

https://www.business.rutgers.edu/business-insights/future-retail-may-be-decided-supply-chain-analytics
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/mall-department-store-fulfillment-center-warehouse-amazon/583652/
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/mall-department-store-fulfillment-center-warehouse-amazon/583652/
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/coronavirus-supply-chain-pivot-lcr-hallcrest-soapbox/575366/
https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/coronavirus-supply-chain-pivot-lcr-hallcrest-soapbox/575366/
https://www.foxnews.com/us/truckers-keep-it-moving-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.foxnews.com/us/truckers-keep-it-moving-during-coronavirus-pandemic
https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/newark/2019/11/08/two-more-newark-high-schools-get-career-academies-a-crucial-element-of-the-districts-improvement-plan/
https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/newark/2019/11/08/two-more-newark-high-schools-get-career-academies-a-crucial-element-of-the-districts-improvement-plan/
https://www.enterrasolutions.com/blog/seeing-the-future-with-predictive-analytics/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregpetro/2018/11/04/economic-uncertainty-drives-next-phase-in-supply-chain-predictive-analytics/#130a858e7d51
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregpetro/2018/11/04/economic-uncertainty-drives-next-phase-in-supply-chain-predictive-analytics/#130a858e7d51
http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/career-solutions-talent-search/
https://njmonthly.com/articles/jersey-living/boxed-ceo-chieh-huang-the-upstart/


 
Forbes, Improbable Romance Blossoms Between Marketing And The Supply Chain 
Sunday, August 23, 2015 
 
 
 
 
Insights 
New Jersey's supply chain issues in pandemic become project for graduate 
students 
Friday, September 25, 2020 
 
 
Breakthrough Business Thinking: How can we shape tomorrow’s Supply 
Chain leaders today? 
Monday, February 05, 2018 
 
How will blockchain technology revolutionize the supply chain? 
Tuesday, September 12, 2017 
 
 
 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/paultalbot/2015/08/23/improbable-romance-blossoms-beween-marketing-and-the-supply-chain/#533cdd826b10
https://www.business.rutgers.edu/news/new-jerseys-supply-chain-issues-pandemic-become-project-graduate-students
https://www.business.rutgers.edu/news/new-jerseys-supply-chain-issues-pandemic-become-project-graduate-students
https://www.business.rutgers.edu/business-insights/breakthrough-business-thinking-how-can-we-shape-tomorrows-supply-chain-leaders
https://www.business.rutgers.edu/business-insights/breakthrough-business-thinking-how-can-we-shape-tomorrows-supply-chain-leaders
https://www.business.rutgers.edu/business-insights/how-will-blockchain-technology-revolutionize-supply-chain
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